
Communication Through Dreams
(A conversational prophetic message recorded on the 17th October 2021)

Question: Lord, there’s a growing desire among your people for dream interpretation. What’s your mind on this?

Message

“As I’ve already told you (see below), that is an immature way of having communication with me, or should I say, of
wanting me to communicate with them. Sons were created for face-to-face communication, not through other sources.
We’re expecting our sons to grow and mature in this so they’ll actually get to the point where they can speak to us face-
to-face. In the meantime, it’s spirit communication that we prefer. 

We do give visions to people for purposes, to release things that are important for our people to know, but ‘by and large’,
we are wanting our sons to mature and communicate to us through their spirit and to hear from us through their spirit.
This is the way the Kingdom works. In fact, non-verbal communication is the best between natural beings and spiritual
beings, so that communication is like reading minds. I know that sounds very occultic, but that’s the way we like to
communicate  as  well,  so  that  when  we’re  together,  we  know each other’s  mind.  This  is  really  the  most  intimate
[method], and this is where I am leading my people. 

In the meantime, the important thing is to see mind communication as the ‘end game’ and aim towards that in a process
of learning how to hear and communicate with your spirit, so that spirit-to-Spirit communication is normal and natural,
and then when we’re face-to-face we’ll be able to communicate mind-to-mind. I’m looking forward to that. That’s the
pièce de résistance, as you would say.

So, put aside the desire to interpret every dream that comes along, whether it seemed spiritual or not, because that’s a
distraction. Keep ‘the main thing the main thing’, which I have said many times is spirit-to-Spirit communication. There
will be times that I do speak in dreams, as I have done in the past, but you will know when you’re receiving a dream
from me – your spirit will alert you. For those who are maturing in spiritual activity, this will become quite easy to
discern. But for those who are starting out in spirituality, getting to understand that real self (the spirit inside them),
they'll need to practise using their spirit to discern things, and they will begin to see which dream is coming from me or
not. I have used dreams to get through the people who are not connecting with me spirit-to-Spirit, but for my people,
that’s not the method I choose, not the method that we want.

The takeaway from this intercourse between us is that I want my sons to mature, to communicate spirit-to-Spirit, and to
grow and develop to higher levels of communication.”

The Previous Message

“You are my sons. I created you to be intelligent and to be able to discern what’s going on in your mind and your
thoughts, and in the environment1 around you. 

Take charge of your life, and that includes your dreams. Don’t allow them to be a dominant factor in your understanding.
Listen to my voice, open your spiritual ears and allow me to communicate with you. That’s how I want to communicate
with you, the direct line, straight, person-to-person, not indirectly through signs, symbols and dreams. Sure, vision are
important that I give you, but the most important communication technique that I use is direct spirit-to-Spirit. That’s why
you need to practise, and clear your spiritual ears of noise, distractions and interruptions. It’s not easy, but it does come
more clearly with practise and it becomes much easier over time. 

Like a father talking face-to-face with his children, this is my desire – intimate face-to-face discussion, interaction and
heart-felt communication. This is part of our intimacy together, it’s part of what I love to do. See to it, for your best
interest, that you focus on that type of communication and pay less attention to your dreams. 

It is ‘disturbing’ that many of my people put high importance on signs, symbols, events and circumstances, because it
gives them encouragement and a ‘lift’. But let me tell you that that is immature. You need to grow out of it and become
the sons I’ve destined you to be. It’s like a workman rising up become a foreman or a supervisor who works very closely
with the manager. This is what I want for my sons, that they lean and they grow and they develop in their sonship, [so]
they don’t stay in that low level of interaction. So, be very judicious in the way you look at your dreams and the way you
draw spiritual facts out them. Focus on speaking to me spirit-to-Spirit. That’s the mature way.”

Laurence Smart
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CCOP is a company of prophetic people that the Lord established out of a School For Prophets that Robert Misst (NZ) ran in Canberra in 2012-
2013. New members are being identified and trained all the time. our mandate is to rise up to be a genuine Australian prophetic voice to the nation
and to our community. our mode of operation aligns with the restoration of the message from the throne, so that like Jeremiah, we release
whatever is on the heart and mind of our King, whether it is appreciated or not by others. As watchmen, we deliver what we receive as we are
accountable to do so. our function is to prophetically speak into the local and national community via prophetic counsel, both as a company and
when requested to by community and business leaders outside of the established church. As Elijah-like prophetic people, we have committed
ourselves wholeheartedly to our King for him to use us as a force for Kingdom change in Australia. Since 2017 CCOP has been expanded to
function as a network of prophetic voices.
NOTE: We are independent and not members of any prophetic alliance. Holy Spirit is our leader and King Jesus is our head and oversight.


